SHOWER SCREENS
Walshs Glass offers you a
range of shower screen
alternatives to complement
the bathroom you are creating
to enjoy every day.
Select from Walshs Glass Fully Frameless,
Semi Frameless, Fully Framed and Sliding options.
The smooth contoured profiles of the shower
screen range means minimal soap and residue can
accumulate, making cleaning and maintenance simple.

Frameless shower screens
The Walshs Frameless Shower Screen offers a minimal
visual impact on your bathroom. The look is elegant
and timeless, with enclosures manufactured from
8mm or 10mm toughened glass offering total
piece of mind, and is supported by a range of
sophisticated and tasteful fittings. With little
more than glass to be cared for, a frameless
shower screen makes your bathroom easier
to keep looking fresh and clean.

Semi-frameless shower screens
The Walshs Semi-Framed Shower Screen features a
rounded convex profile that is neat and tidy to the eye.
With a smooth action door utilising a stainless steel pivot pin
you can be sure of having a ‘positive close’. Whisper quiet,
the pivoting door has been designed with a built in lowering
effect which reduces the gap between door and sill on closure
meaning minimal water splashing outside the shower enclosure.

EDEN 3040�
180º
PIVOTING

90º
PIVOTING

Semi-frameless shower screens
The smooth contoured profiles of Semi-frameless Shower
Screens means minimal soap and residue can accumulate,
making cleaning and maintenance so much easier. With a
180° door swing possible, as well as an inward or outward
opening choice, you have maximum use of your bathroom.
Designed specifically for use with toughened glass to comply
with Australian Standards you are assured of a safe environment
for your family.

EDEN SQUARE CUT 3041�
180º
PIVOTING

90º
PIVOTING

Not every bathroom is standard and many have
unique features that need to be considered. The
Walshs Semi-Framed Shower Screen can be adapted
and designed for fitting into most situations.
Ask us for advice on creating a design that
suits your needs.

MIRAGE 3050�

To enhance the look of your bathroom, the Walshs
Semi-Framed Shower screen offers a range of handles and
pivots in Almond Ivory, White, Bright Silver or Matt Natural.

MIRAGE SQUARE CUT 3051�
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Fully-framed shower screens
The Walshs Fully-Framed Fixed Panel Shower Screen is
the perfect solution for most bathrooms. The contoured
fully enclosed twin-tiered sill is specially designed to direct
water run off to the shower base, and is complemented with
a gasket sealing system to ensure maximum water resistance.
With an unobtrusive low profile and only 4mm spacing at the
sill, the Shower Screen offers reduced external splashing to help
you keep the bathroom cleaner, drier and safer. With a full length
continuous double-handed door handle, this Shower Screen is
designed with the whole family in mind. Easy to reach for everyone,
it is user friendly, safe and functional. The Walshs Fully-Framed Fixed
Panel Shower Screen is not just an ‘off the shelf’ product. It can also be
designed for easy installation in most bathroom environments.

INTEGRITY™ 9410

90º
PIVOTING

As with all the Walshs Shower Screen range, our Fully-framed
fixed panel Shower Screen utilises a stainless steel pivot pin
with a ‘positive close’ low friction design. The lowering
effect of the design automatically reduces the gap
between the sill and the door on closure. This helps
to
eliminate water escaping the shower area and improves
water resistance.

Colour range

INTEGRITY™ 9420
Matt
Natural

Bright
Silver

White

Almond
Ivory

Walshs Fully-framed Shower Screens
come in a range of standard colours
to suit any bathroom decor.
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Sliding shower screens
Pivotech’s Sliding Door Shower
Screens are an ideal solution for
smaller bathroom spaces. Where
swinging doors are not practical, sliding
doors reduce the overall space needed
for a shower recess allowing for a more
compact bathroom design. Cleaning is easy
with the use of minimal metal.
Complement your bathroom décor with a
range of powder-coated and anodised finishes.

PIVOTECH�

Two door shower screens
Less framing with a larger glass panel area makes the
two door configuration ideal for minimising visual clutter
in a small space. Having one
or both panels slide offers a
perfect solution for twin shower
head recesses.

Three door shower screens
When a wider opening is required,
the Pivotech three door shower screen is an ideal solution. The fixed
panel is raised from the sill and located inside for safety and easy
cleaning. The wheels are located at the top of the screen, keeping them
away from soap and grime and enable easy adjustment if required.

Corner opening shower screens
To maximise a tight bathroom layout the corner opening
is the widest opening which enables access from the
middle of the bathroom. Its practical design allows
the toilet and basin to be positioned on either side
of the shower recess. Doors close from both
directions with the profiles overlapping to
minimise water leakage.
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